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Fletcher MacNeill Joins Environetics to Lead Healthcare Practice
Environetics is proud to announce the addition of Fletcher H. MacNeill, AIA, LEED AP to the team
as Principal, Healthcare Practice Leader. Fletcher offers over 27 years of experience in planning
and designing hospitals and specialty healthcare facilities. In addition to his core focus on
healthcare facilities, he is working to lead and define the emerging interdisciplinary specialty in
Health Science Education, planning and designing for medical schools, clinical skills teaching and
simulation labs.
Previously with Ewing Cole and Burt Hill, Fletcher is a practice leader and client advocate who
builds consensus among the many constituents of complex organizations. As a thought leader,
he shapes the direction of the healthcare professional practice, mentors staff and participates in
management.
“We are thrilled to have Fletcher join Environetics. He brings to the firm a wealth of knowledge
and expertise that complements our team,” says William Westhafer, President.
The addition of Fletcher to the Environetics team, strengthens the firm’s healthcare expertise,
complimenting recent project experience with such clients as Kennedy Health System, Thomas
Jefferson University Hospital, and University Medical Center of Princeton.
About Environetics
Collaborating with clients, whose values they share, Environetics seeks to create environments
that make a positive difference in the lives of their users and for the community.
Environetics is a full-service architecture, interior design, engineering, and planning firm
specializing in the corporate, academic, healthcare, industrial, hospitality and retail markets. With
independently owned offices located in Philadelphia, New York, New Jersey and Los Angeles,
and over 70 staff the alliance can access a broad geographic area and knowledge base to better
serve our clients. For more information please contact Sara Jones at (215) 525 4849 x106 or
sjones@environetics-pa.com
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